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Choose your style and

go with the flow



KINETICO GEMINI



KINETICO POLARIS



KINETICO CARINA



KINETICO LYRA



Let’s take a look inside
High quality taps inside and out

Manufactured according to NSF regulations, our taps are stylish, durable and easy to install,  
all you have to do is choose the perfect fit for your kitchen.

This symbol indicates when a tap is suitable for use with a  
Reverse Osmosis filtration system.

The whole tap has been designed 
with an NSF certified internal 

plastic cover. This helps to avoid 
any metal contamination of the 

water. The treated water will never 
be in contact with the metal part 

of the tap, ensuring the water is of 
the highest purity.

The high quality taps have  
been manufactured under strict 

quality standards to meet  
NSF requirements. 

Highly reliable ceramic valve 
manufactured at  

GE ULTEM-CERAMIC and  
GE SHANK-NORYL. 

The specific manufacturing process 
ensures a longer life and offers 

greater comfort when used.

FILTERED WATER

HOT OR COLD WATER

TO WATER FILTER

3 in 1
Pour different types of water from one 
spout - simply at the turn of a handle.

Enjoy quality, filtered drinking water or wash 
the dishes all from the same tap. 

Please note: All 2, 3 and 4 way taps are not suitable for loft tank applications.



Kinetico Pegasus
Top of the range, the Kinetico Pegasus exudes 
quality. The 4 way tap can provide hot, cold, 
filtered and softened water all from the same 
spout - now that’s impressive!

Features: 
+ 3/8” connection 
+ four way tap 
+ ceramic valve 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC

Minimum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

4 WAY

Spout height: 252mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 35mm
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Kinetico Lyra
Give your kitchen the wow factor!  
Sleek, contemporary lines and a flexible pull 
out hose, combined with a solid stainless steel 
body, make the Kinetico Lyra an ideal choice.

Features: 
+ hot, cold and filtered 
+ ceramic valve 
+ solid stainless steel 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC

Maximum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 220mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 35mm

Kinetico Carina
Bold, clean lines and a robust stem make the 
Kinetico Carina the perfect tap for the modern 
home. Available in a polished stainless steel finish, 
this tap will look right at home in your kitchen.

Features: 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC 
+ 3/8” connection 
+ can use with RO systems 
+ ceramic valve

Minimum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 240mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 35mm

Kinetico Orion
The understated Kinetico Orion is both 
functional and compact. The large handle is 
easy to grip and will glide effortlessly when 
water is required. 

Features: 
+ ceramic valve 
+ three way tap 
+ temperature 1 - 60oC 
+ 3/8” connection

Minimum pressure:  
7 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 160mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 35mm
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Please note: All 2, 3 and 4 way taps are not suitable for loft tank applications.



Kinetico Gemini
One of our most versatile taps, the Kinetico 
Gemini will suit both traditional and 
contemporary kitchens. With a turn of the 
handle enjoy hot, cold or filtered water on tap.

Features: 
+ dual spout 
+ 3/8” connection 
+ ceramic valve 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC

Maximum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 290mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 35mm

Kinetico Capella
The sleek swan-neck of the Kinetico Capella 
will add a touch of elegance to any kitchen. 
Balanced by dual handles the ergonomic 
design is practical and stylish.

Features: 
+ 7/16” connection 
+ ceramic valve 
+ two way tap 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC

Maximum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 164mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 35mm

Kinetico Sirius
Enjoy filtered drinking water on tap from the 
Kinetico Sirius. It’s classic design and clean  
lines will add the perfect finishing touch to  
any kitchen.

Features: 
+ one way tap 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC 
+ ceramic valve 
+ 7/16” connection

Minimum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 170mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 12mm

Kinetico Sirius Mini
The smaller sibling of the Kinetico Sirius, the 
Sirius Mini will also add that perfect finishing 
touch. If space is at a premium or you simply 
want a more compact tap - choose the Mini!

Features: 
+ ceramic valve 
+ single handle 
+ 7/16” connection 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC

Minimum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 195mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 12mm
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Please note: All 2, 3 and 4 way taps are not suitable for loft tank applications.



Kinetico Vega
With a traditional handle and angular spout the 
Kinetico Vega is our most quirky tap. Pratical 
and ergonomic, the style fusion of this tap will 
create a talking point in any home. 

Features: 
+ one way tap 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC 
+ ceramic valve 
+ 7/16” connection

Minimum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 252mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 12mm

Kinetico Polaris
The Kinetico Polaris will compliment any 
kitchen, from ultra-cool modern to clean and 
classic. The curved bulb stem provides a 
durable base to complete the look.  

Features: 
+ ceramic valve 
+ 7/16” connection 
+ temperature 1 - 65oC 
+ rounded handle

Minimum pressure:  
6 bar

Available finishes:

Spout height: 240mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 12mm

Kinetico Aquarius
A stylish and contemporary single tap.  
Supplied with the option for a lower body, the 
tap allows for tight corners. The lower body also 
extends the threaded stud for thicker worktops.

Features: 
+ ceramic valve 
+ 1/4 turn lever 
+ removable spout 
+ 190mm stem thread 
+ 3/8” push-fit  
 connector

Available finishes:
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Spout height: 180-200mm 
Worktop hole Ø: 12mm
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